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KûINON Ir II()AEQN

A Study of the Coinage

of the ~ Ionian League)) (*)

The coins which specifically refer to the thirteen cities of the
Ionian Federation, KOINON 1r no/\ EON, bear the portraits of
three emperors: Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelîus and Commodus,
It is this series to which this article is devoted. There are two
later issues of coins from the City of Colophon during the reigns
,ofTrebonianus Gallus and Valerian which have lîttle direct con-

....... ,,' :neèthm with the Ionian Federation as such. An example of the
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Trebonianus Gallus issue is shown on plate VIII as No. 31 for
purposes of information and comparison only.

AlI known specimens are of medallion size. lt is douhtful whether
they are to be referred to as coins or not. Those bearing the por
trait of Marcus Aurelius are from 36 mm. to 38 mm. in size or about
the average diameter of the early imperialsestertii but aU are
quite thicker. Those of Antoninus range from 42 to 45 mm. except
one in the Historieal Museum, Basel, witli a diameter of 50 mm.
and one which was in the Levis Collection with a diameter of 55 mm.
AIl of the Antoninus pieces are of the average thickness "of the
imperial sestertii excepting the two huge specimens above re
ferred ta. The medallion of Commodus has a diameter of about
48 mm., judging from the photograph. Thirty specimens in aIl
have been located by us, 24 with the portrait of Antoninus, 5 with
that of Marcus Aurelius and one only of Commodus, of which
we were unable to obtain a cast. It was No. 1011 in the Collection
of Count Waldeck zu Arolsen, and apparently was unknown to Head.

The Antoninus Type

There is only one observe type of the Antoninus Pius issue and
all of these are struck from the same identical die, which is corn
bined with no less than six distinctly different reverse dies of
which in turn there are a total of eleven varieties.

Dr. Herbert A. Gabn, Basel.
P. and P. Santamarla, Rome.
E. A. Seaby, Ltd, London.

We wish to add that wtthout Prof. L. Lacroix of the University of Liège
this work would have been almost impossible. He and Prof. Naster of the
University of Louvain amended our manuscrlpt.
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SEDGEWICIC, Lite of Mercus Aurelius, Yale University Press, 1921.
MAGIB, D., Roman Rule in Asia Miner, Princeton University Press, 1950.

Other references such as the British Museum Catalogues, ete., are noted
in the text,
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There are two obverse types of Marcus Aurelius which are com
bined with two types of reverse dies and there are three varieties
of one of these reverses. The inscription on the reverses states
that they were issued by direction of one M. Claudius Fronto,
Asiarch and High Priest of the Thirteen Cities,

The photographs of the 24 specimens of the Antoninus Pius type
(pl. III-VII) show slight differences which are readily explain
able as being due to processes of photography or casting, or re
touching of the dies. As a matter of fact less than one-half of
those we have are free from this, namely Nos. 1 to 9 and 12 and 13.
Even Nos. 3, 4 and 6 are in such condition that it is difficult to
determine whether they have been worked over or not. We do
Dot have the obverse of No. 5.

Nos. 1 to 6 are combined with reverse dies of the same type
andmay he the first pieces struck from the Antoninus die. Nos. 7

, :,)(}11a~ec61Ilbined with two other different reverse dies which,
;/):(....:~~~~t:?:r~~~~meeach other. Nos. 7 and 9 are two of the out-

lil~~illl:iilllll~ji:::;i~~:~~~t;~~~~~~~f;~~:
::::j:~::·::::::··II~;,:.i~.~z:a~t~~'~;:::P:::k~~'::e:r:;:~'::o~e ::~
:::))))~~Y:~~~~~i~<~~~·t()gu~ss'âtthe original reverse inscription. What
:»»J~Jij(9t#i:~::i.itiû:jriptionson Nos. 10 and Il is so garbled as to be
., , ">':;:~:n~Î1t~llîgibie.The original of No. 10 has disappeared. lt was in the

monastery of St. Florian near Vienna and the photograph is taken
from the catalog of the Monastery collection made by Kenner in 1871.

Nos. 12 to 16 are combined with two different reverse dies and
form the third type. No. 12 is the finest preserved specimen in
the catalog both as to obverse and reverse. It is free from any
evidence of retouching whatever. No. 13 is in very poor condition
but still shows no evidence of having been tampered with. No. 14
is No. 584 in the Catalog of the Levis Collection sold by Naville
and Company, June 18-20, 1925. We have been unable to obtain
either a cast or photograph of it and know it only from the des
cription given there, The cataloguer describes it as having been

{( retouched »,

The reverse of Nos. 15 and 16 closely resembles that of Nos. 12
to 14 but is different enough to [ustiîy being placed in a separate

3
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group because of the difference in the inscription as weIl as the
positions of the figures on the coin. We know of only two spe
cimens of it and bath of these have definitely been retouched.

Nos. 17 ta 23 are combined with still another different group of
dies, aU of which so closely resemble each other as to be classed
as one type. Ali of the specimens of this type have been retouched,
but, remarkable as it is, No. 21 affords us the most complete re
verse inscription in the entire series.

The conclusion is inescapable that there is only one Antoninus
Pius die and it was used with five reverse dies before we find evi
dences of any change in it. We summarize the Antoninus group
as follows:

Obverses :
One type, one variety. Bust of Antoninus to left.

Reverses:
Type 1. Hades carrying off Persephone.

Group 1. Inscription around border. (Two varieties).
Nos. 1 ta ô.

Group 2. Part of inscription in the field. (Two varieties).
Nos. 7 to Il.

Type II. Heracles and Auge.
Group 1. Inscription refers to citizens of Ephesus and

Pergamum. (One variety). Nos. 12 to 14.
Group 2. Usual inscription, and differences in posture of

the two figures. (One variety). Nos. 15 and 16.
Type III. Demeter in biga of serpents or griffins. (Four va

rieties). Nos 17 to 23.
Type IV. Bust of Dionysus to right. (One variety). No. 24.

The minor varieties will be described in the catalogue.
This last was in the Hirsch sale of April, 1909. Its type is not

only different from aIl of the ethers but also out of harmony with
them. The inscription is the same as that on all the others ex
cepting Nos. 12 to 14. The portrait of Dionysus to the right with
long flowing beard and hair entwined with huge bunches of grapes
is extravagantly overdone. The coin is one which has been tho
roughly worked over, prohably in modern times, but nevertheless
is undeniahly genuine. It is the only coin with the reverse type
of Dionysus.
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The inscription begins at the base of the bust with the letters
Qcri flO AE. The back of the neck ends in a point which separ
ates these letters from the rest of the inscription which begins
with ON. The next three letters KO\ are clear but those which
follow and precede flPONO are quite doubtful. The rest is very
plain and materially aids in determining what the basic inscrip
tion is. This is the most peculiar piece in the entire catalogue.
The inscription shows considerable wear and yet the body of
the coin itself is in excellent condition. 1t is of course a recut die.

The obverse die of the Antoninus type was one which required
working over possibly because of inferior metal, but its use and
combination with so many reverse dies is evidence that all known
specimens constituted one issue, which was an extremely lirnited
one because of the few specimens extant. Even though so many
of them have been worked over, that has not destroyed the evi
dences of their genuineness because enough remains of the original
lettering and design to establish the identity of the dies from which
they were made. We are informed that the genuineness of the
Levis specimen No. 14 has been questioned and for that reason
we especially regret that we could not obtain either a cast or
photograph of it and we feel that comparison with the casts we do
have would show that it too is either tooled or from one of these
same over worked Antoninus dies.

The Marcus Aurelius Type

The second obverse group is that of Marcus Aurelius which is
catalogued as Nos. 26 to 30 (pl. VIII). There are two obverse dies
and four reverse dies. The first obverse type is combined with
two reverses, and the second is combined with only one reverse,
but with three varieties of it.

We have found only five specimens. Nos. 26, 27 and 28 bear
a youthful portrait of Marcus Aurelius in cuirass with head haret
which resembles his portrait on the Imperial Roman coins struek
under Antoninus Pius about the time Aurelius was made consul.
AIl of the three known specimens have been retouched. We have
been able to examine No. 27 itself very carefully sinee it is in the
writer's collection. The photograph is an excellent one and shows
the broken letters at the right of the portrait quite clearly. This
particular coin has been worked on after Nos. 26 and 28 were
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struck because the letters are not broken on Nos. 26 and 28.
Also the coin has been worked on after it was minted because
the Iine on the lower cheek is cut into the coin and the lines around
the eye result from tooling. The reverse shows no evidence what
ever of having been retouched which, remarkahle as it is, is a
characteristic feature of aU of the reverses in both the Antoninus
and Marcus Aurelius groups excepting Nos. 11,21 and 24. Nos. 26
and 27 hear the same reverse, Le. Tyche standing to left. No. 28
is combined with one of the varieties of the second reverse types,
Le. a temple, and yet the letters in the inscription on No. 28 are
Dot broken as they are on No. 27.
. The second obverse die and type. Nos. 29 and 30, has the head

of Marcus Aurelius bare facing left and wearing paludamentum.
The portrait in fact should he described as <1 boyish » and more
closely resembles that on the imperial Roman coins struck under
Antoninus Pius at the time of the adoption of Marcus by him.
The temple type reverse has three varieties of which we have only
one specimen of each, i.e., one combined with the Marcus Aurelius
Type 1 and two with his obverse Type IL

Following are the main distinguishing features and groupîngs of
the Marcus Aurelius issue:

Obverse 1 Portrait to right. Nos. 26 to 28.
II. Portrait to left. Nos. 29 and 30.

Reverse 1. Tyche standing facing left, with left hand holding
cornucopiae and right hand resting on a rudder.
Nos. 26 and 27.

II. Temple with statue of goddess in center. Nos. 28 to 30.
The varieties will be described in the catalogue.

The Comm.odus Type

We have reserved the references to No. 25 (pl. VII) to the last
and the coin itself should have properly been placed at the last.
The only known specimen bears on the obverse the .portrait of
Commodus with his usual titles and we placed it between the
Antoninus and Marcus Aurelius groups because of the reverse
type which most closely resembles that on Nos. 12 to 14, not
only in the position of the figures, Heracles and Auge. but also
in the text of the inscription.
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It is the most remarkable piece of all. It is the only one with
the portrait of Commodus. It too purports to have been issued
under the direction of Fronto and yet several years elapsed between
its issue and those which bear the portrait of Marcus Aurelius which
were a180 struck under his direction; that is, if we accept the evi
dence whieh indicates that the Aurelius types were struck shortly
after Antoninus began to reign in 138.

It is the only one which shares with Nos. 12 to 14 the inscrip
tion whieh refers to the Ephesians and Pergamenes. Even the
arrangement of the inscription is the same.

Because of its reference to Fronto it also raises further questions
as to the dating of the coins, but we believe the content of the
coins with portraits of Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius indi
cates that they are one issue.

The Inscriptions

ÛBVERSES

The Antoninus type:
o TIAIAIlPIANOC ANTQNEINOCEVAVKAI

(Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Pius Imperator Caesar)
The Mercus Aurelius types:

I. C M .AIAIOCAVPH. .BHPOCKAICAP.
(M. Aelius Aurelius Verus Caesar).

II. 0 .M.AVPHAIOC. .OVHPOCKAICAP.
(M. Aurelius Verus Caesar).

The Commodus type:
a MAVKOMMOilOCEBACTOCHAIOCHPAKAH

PQMAI(sic)AY KA
(M. Aurelius Commodus Augustus Sol Hercules Romanus
Imperator Caesar).

REVERSES

Ail types:
There are two distinctly different reverse inscriptions. No. 1

has small minor variations which will be noted in the specifie
descriptions in the catalogue. No. 2 is the same on Nos. 12, 13t

14 and 25. They are:
No.I.G KOINON.lr. rrOAEQN.TIPONOH.M. KA. <J>PONTQNOC.

ACIAPXOY. KAI.APXIEPEQC. rJ.TIOAEQN.
Commonwealth of Thirteen Cities; by direction of M
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CI(audius) Fronto Asiarch and High Priest of (the) Thir
teen Cities,

No.2 ) ACIACITPOTQNE<bECIQNITEP rAMHNQN
(around border)
KOJNON rlTTOAEQN
TIPOMKA<bPONTQ

N
(in exergue)
Of the leading citizens of Asia, Ephesians (and) Perga
menes, Commonwealth of Thirteen Cities, by direction of
M. Cl. Fronto.

Except for minor variations noted in the descriptions, the reverse
inscriptions as given by Head (BMC, Ionia 16) are the same on
all but Nos. 12, 13, 14 and 25. We have found only two of the
thirty specimens with an inscription sa complete as ta leave every
letter free from doubt. Undoubtedly Head reconstructed the in
scription, as given by him, from other specimens available besides
the two in the B. M. Each of the major types have varying in
scriptions and it is impossible to complete the inscription of sorne
of the types from one specimen. That is the reason for our showing
aIl of the thirty known (except the piece from the Levis collection).
Even though we feel we have correctly quoted the inscriptions
we concede that there is ground for difference of opinion regarding
our readings. Let us refer ta Nos. 26 and 27. On No. 26 the first
clear letter at left is P followed by ON. Then follow three letters
which we read OHM. The letter before P seems to he TI which
would give the word IIe01Jorl)évroç~ etc., as read by Head. How
ever, the letters below the right foot of Tyche are KO, the beginning
of the word KOINON, but there is hardly enough space between
the KO and the next legible letter for aIl of the letters necessary
to make the complete inscription KOINON 1rnOAEQNnpONOHM.
An examination shows in general that this part of the inscription
usually reads KOINON 1r nOAEQN TIPO M KA cDPONTQN.

We meet with TIPOt rrpON and in one instance npONOH.
In sorne cases ON is dropped from KOINON and OC from cJ)PON
TQNOC and the titles ACIAPXOY and APXIEPEQC are
usually abbreviated. The numeral is usually written 1r at the
beginning and ri at the end although one inscription has it 1r
in both places.
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General Discussion

39

The series as a whole presents a number of most interesting,
problems, i.e., (1) whether it consists of more than one issue
(II) when and under whatcireumstances the coins were issued,
(III) the identity of M. Claudius Fronto, and (IV) the eultusimage
in the temple on the reverse of the Marcus Anrelins type and the
identity of the temple itself as is evident from the work of Dr.
Lacroix on the series.

J. - UNITY OF ISSUE

The varions factors ta establish this are:

(1) Similarity in stYle, workmanship and inscription.

For example, the size of the letters and their arrangement espe
cially on the reverses is identicaI. The same inscription appears
on the Mareus Aurelius group whieh appears on Most of the Anto
ninus Pius group. Although the portraits are of two different
individuals nevertheless the treatment of varions features is al
MOst identical. For example, the treatment of the eye, nase and
mouth.

(2) Comparison with other issues.

On the snpplemental plate (fig.) we have shown certain con
temporary coins both from Rome and from the Greek provinces
for the purpose of comparison.

There are two striking examples : the first is a coin of Marcus
Aurelius struek at Hierapolis in Phrygia (BMe, Phrygia. Pl. XXXII,
No. 1) (fig. 1). The expression on the face, the features, the ar
rangement of the curis in the hair, are all sa mueh alike that if it
were not for the fact that the portrait is smaller we might at first
sight say they were from the same die. The second is a coin of
Aezanis (BMe, Phrygia, Pl. VI, No. 1) (fig. 2). Here the style
and treatment of Antoninus's portrait is the same as that on
the Ionian League coins. The reverse is that of Tyche, which
althongh a very cornrnon snbject in the Greek irnperial series,
nevertheless in this instance sa closely resembles the reverse
Type 1 Aurelius as to convince us that it is the work of the same
person. The position, the letterlng, aIl of the features are strikingly
similar. It is important too ta note that this coin combines the
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portrait of Antoninus Pius with the reverse which appears on
the Marcus Aurelius issue of Type 1..

These latter two coins and those of the Ionian League in fact
may be the work of the same artist, as is indicated by these strik
ing similarities, and if SO, he was an artist of superior ability. To
prove this we need only compare them with other contemporary
pieces from Asia Minor (See: BMC, Troas, Aeolis and Lesbos,
Aegae,Pl. XVIII, No. 12; BMC, Lycaonia, Isauria and aua«
Tarsus, Pl. XXV, No. 1; Seleucia, XXIII, No. 7; Heraclea-Sal
bace, XX, No. 9; BMC, Lydia, Tralle, XXXVII, No. 7; Blaundus,
VI, No. 8; Cilbiani, VII, No. 8 ; Nacrasa, XVIII. No. 10).

The other cornparison is with coins issued by Antoninus early
in his reign bearing the portrait of Marcus Aurelius on the reverse.
Since their portraits were combined on certain imperial coins it
would not be surprising to find their portraits on two groups
constituting one and the same issue in another section of the em
pire. In this case the portrait of Antoninus closely resembles his
portrait on Cohen No. 28, BMC, IV, 194, 1212 (fig. 3: Magnaguti
Coll., 30), and the portrait of Marcus Aurelius is the same youth
fuI type which appears on this series. The same remarks apply
to Cohen No. 33 which bears another very youthful portrait of
Marcus Aurelius (fig. 4: Trau Coll., 1563).

The Imperial Roman Mint of Antoninus issued an extensive
series of coins which bear on the obverse the portrait of Antoninus
Pius and on the reverse very youthful portraits of Marcus Aurelius
on which he is designated as COSand in sorne inscriptions COS. DES.
So, if Antoninus himself caused coins to be issued with this com
bination early in the beginning of his reign, it is not surprising
to find the same thing done in other parts of the empire. For
example, Cohen No. 457, BMC, IV, 226, 1405. A similar conclusion
will a1so be reached by reference to sorne of the famous medallions
frorn the Imperial Roman Mint such as Toynbee, Roman Medal
lions, Plate XIV, No. 3, XXIII, No. 1, and XXVI, No. 3.

The point is that aIl of these similarities in so many different
coins from various sections of the empire indicate the adoption
of these particular types at one and the same time and in con
nection with the observance of or the desire to commemorate
sorne important event or events.

Two other exaroples are Cohen, II, p. 409, 8 with a very boyish
portrait of Aurelius with the title COS DES (fig. 5: Levis Coll.,
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588, M. B.) and Cohen, II, p. 411, 34 with another extremely
young portrait and the titIe COS (fig. 6: Levis Coll., 589). As a
matter of fact, this series of the imperial Roman coins with the
combined portraits of Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius was
issued prior to 141 and it is therefore not remarkable to find a
similar situation in the provinces. There are contemporary provin
cial coins bearing the portrait of Antoninus on the obverse and that
of Aurelius on the reverse (BMC, Cyprus, p. 83, 42, and p. 84, 47)
(fig. 7). The portrait on the se provincial coins are similar to those
of the Imperial Roman Mint.

(3) The identity 0/ the issuing authority and even 0/ the sponsor.

AIl of the thirty specimens are of the KOINON 1r TIOAEQN
and aU of them purport ta have heen issued under the direction of
M. Claudius Fronto. The fact that No. 25 was issued under Corn
modus does not indicate that the Antoninus and Aurelius series
were not issued at the same time. No. 25 must have been a com
memorative piece (1).

(4) The identity of the obnerse Antoninus die.

As has been shawn above, the reverse of the Antoninus coins 1
to 24 are combined with the one obverse die and are closely tied
in with the Marcus Aurelius issue by the inscription and style, etc.

There are factors though that would indicate separate issues,
Le. the differences in the portraits of Marcus Aurelius, one pre
senting far more youthful features than the other, and the refe
rences regarding the Ephesians and Pergamenes on Nos. 12 ta 14.
But the importance of these objections is lessened by the fact
that one of the obverse dies of Marcus Aurelius is combined with
one of the reverses of the same type that is combined with the
ether Aurelius obverses (No. 28), and the reverse referring ta the
Ephesians and Pergamenes resembles closely the other Heracles-Auge
type (15 and 16) and is combined with the Antoninus obverse die.

No. 25 is the coin which presents the greatest problem inas
much as it was issued under Commodus. In our judgment that
should not affect our conclusion because of the weIl known custom
of the Roman mints, Imperial and Provincial, to repeat the same
theme decade after decade.

(1) li it is indeed genutne,
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The ether subjects are common ta the Greek imperial coinages
of city after city and emperor to emperor, such as Tyche holding
cornucopiae and rudder, Hades carrying off Persephone and De
meter in biga.

II. - THE DATING OF THE COINS

From what has already been said regarding the unitY of the
issue it would almost follow that the coins could hardly have been
struck much Iater than the year 140. Even though the provinces
were very little concerned with the imperial consulship, because
that office was particularly a local Roman one and therefore we
would not expect to find Aurelius's consulship referred to on a
Greek imperial coin, nevertheless the portraits on Nos. 26 ta 30
are very similar ta those which appear on the imperial Roman
coins which bear his tiUe of COS or COS DES.

The titulature of Antoninus is also a point. The form «T. AeI. »
disappears from the Imperial Roman Mint after 139 and does not
reappear until 145.

Moreover, the obverse die with bust facing left and draped,
seems ta be derived from Roman medaUions which are infact dated
139 (1).

Aurelius too appears under Antoninus Pius as M. Aelius Aure
lius Caesar: e.g. DESSAU, lnscr. lat. seleetae, 353 and 354. The
inscriptions in Dessau are both about or very shortly after Aure
lius's second consulship which was in 145.

On all Greek imperial issues which bear this youthful portrait
of Aurelius he has no other title than KAICAP whereas on
those which bear his older portraits he is usually laureated and
with titles added.

The coin from Aezanis in Phrygia above described is likewise
of importance in the dating. There Antoninus is referred to as
(1 T. Aelius » and the coins of Marcus Aurelius which immediately
follow it refer to him by the same titles as appear on the Ionian
issue. We belîeve these Phrygian coins from Aezanis were con
temporary with the Antoninus coins just as are the Ionian coins.
The similarity of the titles would date them about 140.

(1) e.g. in GNECCHI, Medaglioni romani, II, pl. 48, 2.
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Aurelius was designated consul in 139 and became consul Ja
nuary 1, 140 at which time he was nineteen years old. Hadrian
adopted Antoninus Pius early in 138 with the understanding that
he adopt Aurelius at which time the latter took the name of
Aurelius instead of Annius. Although Aurelius and Faustina were
married in 145, they had been betrothed shortly after the death
of Hadrian. The imperial Roman coins show Aurelius was cer
tainly «( COS DES)} in 139. This chronology would lead us to expect
that in 140 or possibly 139 these important events would be cele
brated throughout the empire and that the Ionian League along
with other parts of the empire would hold its customary games
on even a more elaborate scale than usual in arder ta commemo
rate at Ieast sorne of them. We believe these coins were issued
in connection with games because it was customary for the Greek
cities ta do so, but it is notable that there are no agonistic types
in the series.

The worship of Rome and Augustus was deep rooted and widely
observed throughout the empire. Sinee the KOINON IQNQN
was bound by a religious bond and was more of a religions than
a political union, it was much concerned with the imperial cult,
and the appearance of a new emperor in 138 - with Aurelius,
two new emperors - in the cult of Rome and Augustus may have
occasioned this issue.

Again we point out that these Aurelius types could hardly have
been issued when or after Aurelius became emperor (161) and we
know of no reason for a combined issue of the two ernperors after 145.

III. - THE IDENTITY OF FRONTO

An M. Claudius Fronto took an active part in the Parthian
campaign under Verus, commanding «( Legio l Minervia », During
his career he held many offices and bore many important titles
which are listed in an inscription found at Sarmizegetusa in Dacia,
and in another similar inscription found at Rome the authenticity
of which is questioned (1). It would seem that his career was more
in Dacia, Moesîa and other parts of the empire than in Ionia.
He was consul probably in 166 or sorne time before and dîed pro-

(1) DESSAU, Inscr, laI. sel., 1097; C.I.L., III, 1457 and 1098; C.I.L., VI, 1377.
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bably in 170. On these coins M. Claudius Fronto is designated as
Asiarch and High Priest of the Thirteen Cities, If the lonian of
ficial is the same as the Fronto referred to in the inscriptions
he was promoted to very high positions after holding the' priest
hood in lonia. If he died in 170 as seems to be true, then why is
he credited as directing the issue of the Koinon under Commodus
(No. 25)? The answer to that question would seem to be that
the Commodus medallion is purely commemorative and took as
its type the remarkably outstanding design of Heracles and Auge.

It is our belief however that the identity of the lonian Fronto
and the Dacian Fronto cannot he definitely established.

IV. - IDENTITY OF THE TEMPLE

In the catalogue we do not identify the temple as that of any
particular goddess but we believe it to be that of the goddess of
Sardls, for two reasons :

(1) As Lacroix has shown, the cultus image is that of the god
dess of Sardis (Kore) and it is Iogical to infer that her image would
surely be found in her own temple (1).

(2) The temple cannot be that of Artemis-Ephesia because as
has been shown by TreIl in the monograph on the temple of Ar
ternis (2) that edifice did not have an arctuated lintel, as has the
temple on our coins. The columns on our coins are Corinthian,
whereas those on the temple of Artemis were Ionie.

So, since the temple is not that of Artémis, the only sound con
clusion from the faets as we know them is that it is that of the
goddess of Sardis.

We have added as No. 31 in the plates a coin of Colophon, one
of the thirteen cities, struck under Trebonianus Gallus which shows
a temple, a bull beneath it, and 13 figures arranged in a semi
circle in front of the temple. A similar issue was made under
Valerian (3). Reference to these coins is made to show that the

(1) L. LACROIX, Les reproductions de statues sur les monnaies grecques,
Liège, 1949, p. 166-167.

(2) B. L. 1'RELL, The Temple ot Artemis at Ephesos, New York, 1945 (Nu
mismatie Notes and Monographs, 107).

(3) J. G. MILNE, Colophon and ils Coinaqe, New York, 1941 (Num. Notes
and Mon., 96), Nos. 255 and 263.
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Koinon as such was still reîerred to on coins a century after the
Antoninus issue, and possibly sixtY years after the Commodus
issue, so the idea of perpetuating the memory of the Koinon per
sisted even into the latter hall of the third century. Because of
the differences in the inscription, the type and occasion of issuance,
these later coins are out of place in this discussion nor do they
harmonize with the remarkable coins of the KOINON 1r rra
/\.EON series which is without parallel in the entire field of Greek
imperial numismatics. In the issue of the Ionian Koinon we have
one of the most sublime portraits of Antoninus Pius extant. Even
the reverse designs are drawn in detail with a skill equal if not
superior to that of the Imperial Roman Mints and ail of the inter
esting reverse types are treated with the highest degree of artistry.

To those who doubt the validity of our somewhat enthusiastic
tribute to this coinage we only ask that they carefully examine
and study Nos. 7, 12, 16, 17, 23 and 24.

THE CATALOGUE

Antoninus Pius

The Antoninus Pius coins are all c1assified according to the Re
verses because the Obverses are of one type and from the sarne die.

TYPE I, Nos. 1 to 11 (Hades carrying off Persephone).

Group 1, Nos. 1 to 6 (Inscription entirely around border).

Variety 1, (Nos. 1 to 5):
This variety is distinguished by a round wheel and the

figure of Eros above the upper three horses.

1. Obv.: Bust of Antoninus to left, laureate ; wears paludamentum.
o TIAIAl.\PIANOC ANTQNEINOCEVAVKAI

Rev.: Hades with flying chlamys in quadriga of galloping
herses to right ; carrying off Persephone and holding
scepter. The horses are driven by small winged figure of
Eros aboue their heads, holding torch and reins; beneath
the horses a basket of flowers overturned. 0 Ka 1NONI r
DO/\.EQNDPOMKA<l>PONTQNACIAPXKAIAPXllr no
/\EQN.

63.06 gr. 50 mm. Dies t t·
BaseI, Historical Museum. Obv. good; rev. fair.

2. Obv. Id.
Rev. Id. Inscription almost legible.
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No weight given. 42 mm.
BMe t 1. Obv. good; rev. fair to good.

3. Obv. Id. Inscription complete.
Rev. Id. Inscription almost legible.
No weight. 43 mm. t ~.
Glasgow, Hunterian Museum. Obv. good; rev. good.

4. Obv. Id.
Rev. Id. Very little of inscription legible.
No weight, 43 mm.
Berlin, ex Lobbecke Collection. Obv. fair; rev. poor,

S. Obv. Id. No photograph available.
Rev. Id. Inscription obliterated.
Consul Weber Sale, Hirsch XXI, No. 2744. Poor condition.

Variety No. 2 (No. 6):
Wheel slightly oval and Eros is between Hades and lowest

horse's head.
6. Obv. Id. The countermark (Eagle in small aval frame) is

the symbol of the House of Este, placed on coins in the
collection of that family as Dukes of Modena and dispersed
at the beginning of the 19th century. It also appears on
No. 30 of this catalogue. We have also noted it on a coin
of Hadrian, No. 321 in the Magnaguti Sale, June 26th-28th
1950.

Rev. Id. with differences noted in heading. Inscription reads
TIPONO M KA CbPONTQN.

48.70 gr. 43 mm. t t .
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale. Obv. and rev. fair.

Group 2 t Nos. 7 to 11.
This group has the letters ri no under the herses' hoofs.

I\EQN

Varieig No. 1, (Nos. 7 and 8):
Large round wheel and large letters. Torch in Eros'
arm nearly touches head of upper horse.

7. Obv. Id.
Rev. Id. 0 N KO[ I]NON TIrO KI\.CbPONTQNOC

[ACIAPXOY] KAIA[PX] IE[ ri] nOI\EQ around border
of coin. ri no

1\EQN under herses' hoofs.
53.9 gr. 42 mm.
Vienna. Obv. very fine; rev. fine but part of inscription

destroyed.
8. Obv. Id.

Rev. Id.) ------OKI\CbTIONTQNOCA------------.
No data.
Berlin, Ex Lobbecke Coll. Obv. and rev. fair.
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Variety No. 2, (Nos. 9, 10 and Il) :
Smaller wheel and letters ; torch is between 2 and 3 mm.

from herses' head; horses' legs are shorter.
9. Obv. Id. Scratches in front of face (may be attempt at

tooling).
Rev. Id., but differences noted in heading. Inscription may

he garbled. Letters at top of torch seem to be: PQ KA
and in front of horses: A - - - APXOY. Inscription ends
in: APXIErJnOI\----. flTTO

1\EQN under herses' hoofs.
56.80 gr. 42 mm. t t·
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale. Obv. very fine; rev. fine but

part of inscription obliterated.
10. Obv. Id.

Rev. Id.
Photograph only.
Formerly in Monastery of St. Florian, Vienna, Cat. by Ken

ner, 1871, No. 117. May be a different die variety because
inscription reads TTPO <I:>PONTQNOC.

11. Obv. Id. Retouched.
Rev. Id. But thoroughly worked over, and the inscription

is badly garbled. Hades looks to the front instead of to
the rear and there is no basket below the borses as on all
the others.

45.5 gr. 41 mm. t t.
Vienna.

TYPE II, Nos. 12 to 16. Heracles and Auge.

Group 1, Nos. 12-14. 1 variety.
This group is distingulshed from Group 2 in three respects.

1) Heracles is taking Auge by the hand, 2) the inscription refers
to the Ephesians and Pergamenes, and 3) large part of inscrip
tion is in exergue.
12. Obv. Id.

Heracles, nude, seated on roch covered by liorr's skin,
his club at his side; Auge in front, her left hand grasped
by his right; her right holds fold of garment which has
fallen to her waist and his left hand rests on rock; quiver
with arrows at left. ) ACIACTIPOTQN E<1>ECIQNITEP-
rAMHNQN.
In exergue: KOINON rlnOAEQN

TIPOM K/\C1>PONTQ
N

53 gr. 44 mm. t t
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale. übv. and rev. in extremely

fine condition.
13. Obv. Id.

Rev. Id.
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Hamburger Beitrâqe ZUT Numistnatik, r, 1947, p. 74, Pl. III.
Puhlished by Theodore Bieder. Obv. and rev. in very poor
condition.

14. Known only by description in Levis Sale Catalogue, by Naville
and Co., June 18-20, 1925.

«Medallion », 55 mm., (1 retouched ».

Group 2, Nos. 15 and 16, one variety.
Resembles Group 1, except Auge's right arm is held in a curve

so that the hand is at ber shoulder, while her left holds ber gar
ment which has fallen below her waîst and Heracles holds his
right hand on her shoulder and is drawing her to him. KOINON
only is in the exergue.
15. Obv, Id.

Rev. As above described.
KOINON (in exergue).
o flnOAEON (?) npONOH (1) M KA<DPONTONOC
- - - -APXOYKAIAPXIEPEOC fi nOAffiN

53.94 gr. 43 mm. t t.
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum. Both obv. and rev. only fair;

but enables us to complete latter part of inscription on
Nos. 16. Cf. MlONNET, Supplement VI, 4-5.

16. Obv. Id.
Rev. Id. KOINON (in exergue). 0 rlnOAEO~ (1) rrro

NOt} (1) MKA<DPONTONOCACIAPXOYKAIÀPXIEPEOC
rlnOAEnN.

55.60 gr. 45 mm. t t·
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale. Obv. and rev. fine. Partly

double struck.

TYPE III.
One Group. Nos. 17-23. Four varieties.

Demeter, to right, in biga drawn by two winged serpents; she
holds a long torch in each hand; drapery flying behind her.

Variety No. 1 (Nos. 17-19) :
Wheel and tails of serpents form three symmetrical circles

of nearly the sarne size and paralleI with a straight ground
line, TTPO M KA <PPON ai bottom , a feature different
from aIl 30 specimens.

17. Obv. Id. Shows evidences of tooling.
Rev. Description as above. 0 TTPOM KA<PPONTONA

CIAPX KAIAPXI rlTIOAEON KOINON 1rnOAEnN.
Inscription is not complete on coin and is quoted from
HEAD, BMC~ lonia, p. 16, No. 2.

42 mm. No weight or other data.
BMC, No. 2. Both obv. and rev. in very good condition.

18. Obv. Id.
Rev. Id. Inscription obliterated.
43 mm.

4
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New York, American Numismatlc Society. Obv. fair; rev.
poor, Does not seem ta have been tooled.

19. Obv. Id.
Rev. Id. Inscription mostly worn off but shows POMKI\

<b PONTf1N at bottom of coin.
42 mm. t t·
Glasgow, Hunterian Museum. Both obv. and rev. POOl'.

Variety No. 2. One specimen only:
Large wheel which breaks the ground line. Serpents

tails above ground line and above wheel and do not form
circles. 15 distinguished from following (Nos. 21 ta 23)
as having a ground Une under serpents.

20. Obv. Id.
Rev. Id. as above. Inscription entirely worn away.
40 gr. 43 mm. t t·
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale. Both obv, and rev. very poor.

Varieiy No. 3:
Oval wheel, no ground Une, tails of serpents form circles

but are far above Iine of the wheeI.
21. Obv. Id. Retouched.

Rev. Obviously tooled. Inscription complete. 0 KO1
NON ri no1\EQN TIPO M KA<1>PONTQNOCACIAPXOY
KAIAPXIEPEQC rITIOI\EQN.

46.5 gr. 44 mm. t {,.
Vtenna. Obv. fair; rev. fine.

Variety No. 4 (Nos. 22 and 23) :
Easily distinguished by ground consisting of waving lînes.

22. Obv. Id.
Hev. Id., but as deseribed. Partly double struck 50 as ta

give appearance of a broken wheel. 0 - - - - - - - - - - ONO
M KJ\<PPONTQNOCACIAPXOY - - - --.

51.28 gr. 43 mm. t +.
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum. Obv. and rev. fair.

23. Obv. Id.
Rev. Id. 0 KOINONllPO NO M KJ\cPpONTnNOCA

CIAPXO---------- ri rrOJ\EQN.
53.60 gr. 43 mm. t t.
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale. Obv. good; rev. very good.

TYPE IV. One group and one variety. 1 specimen.
Rev. Head of Dionysus.
24. Obv. Id.

Rev. Head of Dionysus to right bearded; clusters of grapes
entwined through hair. 0 KOINON rlITOAEQNITPONOM
KA<1>PONTQNOCACIAPXOYKAIAPXl€PEQCrlTTOI\E
QN.
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Photograph only. 44 mm. No other data.
Berlin. Hirsch Sale, April, 1909.

G Co:mm.odus
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One type and one specimen. No. 25.
25. Obv.O MAV KOMMOÂOCCEBACTOCHJ\JOCHPA KJ\H

PQMA 1(sic) AV KA. Bust of Commodus ta left, laureate
in lion's skin.

Rev. Heracles and Auge. Same grouping of figures and same
inscription as on Nos. 11 to 13, but figures are more heavily
drawn.

47 mm. No other data.
Berlin, ex Waldeck, No. 1011. Both obv. and rev. extremely

fine. Forgery ?

Marcus Aurelius

obverse. - Two Types.
1. y outhful portrait facing rlght, bare, culrassed.

Nos. 26 to 28.
II. Boyish portrait, facîng left, bare, wears paludamentum.

Nos. 29 and 30.
Reverse. - Two types:

I. Tyche standing. Nos. 26 and 27.
II. Temple with cultus image of Goddess. Three varieties.

Nos. 28 to 30.

26. Obv. Type L 0 M AIJ\IOCAVPH BHPOC KAICAP.
Youthful portrait as described above.

Rev. Type 1. Tyche standing ta left, holding cornucopiae in
left hand and right hand resting on rudder. 0 KO 1NON 1r
TIOJ\ EQNTIPONOH M KJ\cJ)PONTQNOCA CIAPXOY.
KAI APXIEPffiC. rI.TIOJ\EQN.

38.60 gr. 37 mm. t t.
Paris. Mionnet III, 62, 5. Obv. very good ; rev. îair ta good.

27. Obv. Id. Tooled.
Rev. Id. First part of inscription illegible.
41.3 gr. 36 mm. t t.
J. U. Gillespie Collection ex Basel Sale No. 10, March 15-16,

1938, No. 438 and Fursten Waldeck, No. 1012. Obv. very
fine; rev. good,

28. Obv. Id. Tooled.
Rev. Type II, variety 1. Hexastyle temple with arctuated

Untel, three steps. Within, CllItUS image of Goddess of
Sardis (Kore), wearing tall crown surmounted by a
crescent, robe draped in circular foIds around neck and
bust Ialling below feet and covering arms and body.
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KO1NON below steps, rest of inscription around border,
distinguishes tbis variety from 2 and 3. Tbere are also
obvious differences in the size and shape of the roof deco
rations but they are unimportant as distinguishing features.
0- - - - - -- - - - - - - M. KI\.<l>PONTQNOC.ACIAPXOY.
KAI.APX1EPEnc. ri. no1\ ffiN.

37 gr. 37 mm. t t.
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale. Obv, and rev, very good.

29. Obv. Type IL Ü M.AVPHI\IOC OVHPOCKAICAP.
Boyish portrait of AureIius to left, bare, wears paludamen
tum.

Rev. Type II, variety No. 2. Same type as No. 28 but image
is broad and almost fills space between columns. Inscrip
tion is entirely around border and word il(}ovo'i]Oév7:oc; is
abbreviated nPO.
() KOINON 1rnOl\ffiNnpO.M. KA.ePPONTON-

ACIAPX. KAI.APXI.I r rrOI\EnN.
38.7 gr. 38 mm. t +.
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale. Both obv. and rev. are in

very good condition, but rev. has been scratched.
30. Obv. Same die as 29. Countermark as No. 6.

Rev. Same type but Variety 3. This variety is marked by
the cultus image being smaller than it is on the other two
varieties and the word II~ov0'J(Jb"roç; being abbreviated
TIPONO and other differences: 0 "KOINO NTIPONO M.
KI\.<1>pONTn N[OC]. ACIAPXOY KAIAPXI EPEOCri
nOI\EQN.

37 mm. No other data.
Milan, Sforza Collection. This is the piece referred ta by

Head footnote, BMC, Ionia, p. 16.

31. City of Colophon.
Obv, 0 AVK.r.aVIB.TPEBQNI ANOCrAI\I\Oc.

Bust rt. laureate of Trebonianus Gallus.
Rev. Tetrastyle temple, statue of Apollo Klarios seated withîn.

Bull beneath. Figures of the Thirteen Ionian Cities in semt
circle in front, each holding wreath in upraised hand,
Inscriptions: Ta KOINON IQ under temple;

Nn N
around border: 0 EnlCTP KAI\I\IC TO VIEPEQClnNnN
KOI\OC1>QN ln.

36 mm.
Berlin. MILNE, Kolophon and ils Coinaqe (NNM, 96), Pl.

XVII, 255 (b), Cf. Similar piece under Valerian, ibiâ.,
Pl. XIX, No. 263 (a) ; cf. BMCt Ionia, Colophon, Pl. VIII,
No. 16.

New Smyrna Beach, Florida (U.S.A.) J. U. GILLESPIE.
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Résumé
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Cette étude est consacrée aux monnaies de très grand module
émises par les treize villes de la Ligue ionienne qui portent les por
traits des trois empereurs Antonin le Pieux, Marc-Aurèle et Commode,
en tout trente exemplaires.

Un seul coin de droit d'Antonin a été lié à onze variétés de revers,
qui se répartissent en quatre types: enlèvement de Perséphonè par
Hadès, Héraclès et Augè, Démèter dans un bige traîné par des ser
pents ou des griffons, buste de Dionysos. Pour Marc-Aurèle il y a
deux coins de droit, au portrait juvénile, et quatre de revers corres
pondant à deux types: Tychè et un temple avec une statue de culte.
Une seule pièce est de Commode et porte au revers Héraclès et Augè,
La plupart de ces pièces sont assez fortement retravaillées. Les
inscriptions sont rarement complètes; celles du revers, toujours les
mêmes à des variantes près, signalent que les émissions se sont faites
sous l'asiarque M. Cl. Fronton. La similitude de style et de technique
est un indice de l'unité de l'émission, ce qui est corroboré par la
comparaison avec d'autres monnaies contemporaines de l'Empire.
Marc-Aurèle porte seulement le titre de césar sur ces pièces de la
Ligue ionienne et celles-ci doivent être comparées, notamment en
ce qui concerne le portrait, aux monnaies impériales romaines qui
portent le titre COS ou COS DES. Le moment de l'émission doit
être 139/140 ou peu de temps après.
















